BOS Containers for Self Storage facilities
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… found in urban storage parks
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... and parks in areas of ‘outstanding natural beauty’
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An ideal solution for outside storage parks
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Can be connected in different combinations to suit the needs of your client!

2 x 2 metre = 8cbm
6‘ x 6‘ = 43ft2

3 x 2 metre = 12cbm
9‘10“ x 6‘ = 56ft2

4 x 2 metre = 16cbm
13‘ x 6‘ = 68ft2

4 x 6 metre = 24cbm
13‘ x 19‘8 = 258ft2

6 x 2 metre = 20cbm
19‘8“ x 6‘ = 79ft2

5 x 6 metre = 30cbm
16‘ x 19‘8“ = 323ft2
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Suitable for all environments


from the extremes of hot and cold in the Arizona Desert



to snow and cold in the Rocky Mountains



to the often grey and damp Northern Europe
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Contemporary Design – made for purpose


Easy to open and secure and accessible for all.



Locking systems – perfect for ‘unmanned’ secure storage parks

Easy to assemble
Use your
device to
link to
YouTube
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Enhance the customer experience
CSTA Report to Industry – January 2022
•

Anti condensation is used by around 12% of the self storage industry

•

Shelving is used by around 5%

•

Power is used by around 4% of units

•

Ramps are available to assist specific access requirements
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Made in Germany in an environment carefully managed to control


the quality of the product



the safety of our workers



the environmental impact of our administration, factory and output



to actively work in reducing our energy use and carbon footprint

Best Point connection to avoid welding and subsequent corrosion

Steel produced in Europe using high levels of recycled material

Factory with carefully managed carbon footprint
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Reported rental rates varied between £22 to £45 per week
(excluding VAT). Rates vary by location - the container selfstorage facilities in urban conurbations mostly generate
the higher rates, although this is balanced by often higher
business costs, e.g. land, business rates and management
costs.
Payback on a 3m x 2m unit in just over 12 months.

CSTA Container Self-Storage Census 2021
• German quality
• Excellent value
• Satisfied customers
• Repeat business
• Outstanding ‘lifetime’ values – 10 Year corrosion guarantee
• Supreme standard of service
• Partnership in business
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Technical Description
Storage Industry Container SC 3000
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BOS containers can also be used
•

within buildings

•

on top of buildings

•

on building sites

•

in parks

•

when moving house

•

in event management

•

for extra space during renovation

•

in emergency and disaster relief
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BOS Quick-Build-Container used in Storage Facilities – Worldwide
BOS Best Of Steel are the market leaders and one of the largest producers in Europe of Quick-Build storage containers and warehousing. The company
has been manufacturing containers for more than 40 years. A few questions to Matthew Jones, UK sales manager:
Q: BOS GmbH was founded more than 50 years ago. Why
containers?

Q: Often clients have problems opening their containers. Do
you have a solution?

Q: What are the main differences between a BOS QuickBuild-Container and the classic welded container?

BOS has alway been an innovative company. In 1979, Bernhard
Ohmen sat down with his engineering team to see how they could
manufacture a ’materials container’ as an alternative to the
shipping container, widely used for the storage of materials
throughout the world. He was looking for a solution which used
less steel but which, through ingenious design, could deliver a
product which had the material strength needed for the secure
storage of materials in places like building sites, parks and
hospitals, and to satisfy the needs of the storage industry. He was
also seeking a solution which offered more versatility; easy to
move, open and secure, extendable, and with ease of assembly.
In 1980, in North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany, the first material
container was manufactured, and the product launched.

A: Doors can be wide singles, pairs, placed at the end or
anywhere on the long side of the unit. In place of heavy doors, our
doors can be operated by anyone of any age and physical ability.
A lever handle operates a latch and the door is locked by key.
The locks can be ‘master keyed’, providing a key for the client and
one for safe retention by you. In the case of non-payment, locks
can be quickly changed. Different locking systems can be
incorporated at the time of manufacture. Additional locking
devices can be added with ease.

A: Units are easy to assemble, easy to move and manufactured
in a size that best suits you and the use of your client. Smaller
units to empty a single room or to store a precious motorcycle.
8m2, 12m2 and 16m2 are the most popular, however, units can
also be connected for more specialized storage requirements.

Q: In the past the storage industry has used shipping
containers. However, many are recognizing the benefits of
your approach. Why is this?
A: BOS containers are durable quality products and even units
sold at the turn of the millennium can still be found in great
condition. Manufactured from galvanized high grade steel sheet,
all connections are made using ‘Best Point’ technology. This is a
clinching technique from the car industry where the protective
zinc coating is not damaged, and welding is avoided.
Many choose to leave the containers in the original galvanized
finish, or they can be factory painted or you can paint them
yourself.

Q: What standard of quality can the client expect?
A: As you may expect, the people and processes are driven by
well-respected local and international standards. To begin with,
ISO 9001 is the backbone of our quality control systems which
took us to OHSAS 45001 for Occupational Safety. We are
particularly proud of our commitment to the environment and now
employ the standards of ISO50001 for Energy, Eco-Profit and
EMAS and the EU Eco-Audit Regulator to ensure our materials,
carbon footprint and wastage are managed with care.
For more information, contact us:
BOS GmbH Best Of Steel
Lütkenfelde 4, D-48282 Emsdetten
Phone: +49 (0)2572 203-170
E-Mail: Container@BestOfSteel.de
www.Container-BestOfSteel.de

Because the units are easy to assemble, they are perfect for
‘indoor’ solutions too, perhaps taking advantage of empty spaces
in city centre locations. You will find several units on the top deck
of multi-storey car parks!
Our containers also provide the opportunity for storage to be
delivered to your client, developing the idea of portable storage.
Placing units on their land and providing you with a new
opportunity to expand your existing business.
Great value. With the price escalation of shipping containers,
BOS Containers provide an excellent alternative and add to your
profitability. To provide an idea of cost, 2m x 3m units in the UK
are around £1450, the price for larger volumes being negotiable.
Our design and quality of product has reduced the cost of
ownership to the lowest possible level.
UK Sales Representative
matthewjones@jeldwen.com
Mobile: 0758 465 5828
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